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LIFE MEMBERS

Alan & Iris Davies, Kevin Gurney, Trevor Jacob, Deane Johnston,
Harold Luckhurst, Nancy Neighbour, Noel Oliver, Elva Shawyer,

Kel Staples, and Peter Speer.

2009 PROGRAMME September 16th 2009.

Noel Oliver will be this month’s guest speaker. Noel is a popular and knowledgeable speaker,

especially when he talks about his beloved Australian native orchids, which he is doing this month.

His subject will be “An Australian Beauty” and will specialise on Dendrobium speciosum, the most

popular and spectacular of our native epiphytes.

BIRTHDAYS for September 2009

Happy Birthday to these members who are celebrating their birthdays this month..

Len Brombal Iris Davies Betty Huddleston

Margaret Jacob Peter McCauley John Nicholls Eileen Pinnock

Elva Shawyer Richard Wilson Rod McRedmond
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Next Committee Meeting: Pulteney Grammar School 21st September 2009 7.30pm
Next Judges Meeting Pulteney Grammar School 23rd November 2009. 7.30pm
Next SA Regional Judging Panel Meeting: Monday 12th October 7:30pm

Pulteney Grammar School South Tce. Adelaide
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
SEPTEMBER 2009.

I can’t believe that we are about to have our last
show for the year - this year has just sped by,
and at this rate, will soon be over.!!

However, the show isn’t over yet, and once
again, I have to remind everyone that one of the
very important aspects of the shows, if not the
most important, is to put on a good display for
the public. This not only keeps the
management of the Shopping Centres happy,
but also encourages the public to join our
Orchid Society, and to buy plants from our
trading table. Consequently, we need all our
members to participate by bringing along their
orchids to put in the displays,- anything that is
flowering and can be cleaned up to look good,
regardless whether it is going to be Grand
Champion or not – and also some foliage plants
to soften the look of the displays and to help
hide the pots. We also need as much help as
possible with the trading table and people to
help keep an eye on the display plants., so
please put your name down on the roster, even
if it is only for a short time and can’t be for the
full allocated time slots. .

If you are able to help with plants or time (but
preferably both) but don’t have the means to
get you or your plants to the Shopping Centre,
let one of the committee know, and transport for
you and your plants can be arranged. Or you
could put this on the roster when you put your
name down. If you feel that you don’t have the
confidence to work at the show, why not get
together with a friend and do it together?.
There are ways to get around ay possible
problems, so why not start planning now?

I look forward to seeing many of you at the next
meeting with `pen in hand’ to fill up the roster!!-
. Jane.

LAST MEETING

Mr Brian Matthews, a volunteer researcher at
the Adelaide zoo, gave us a fascinating
overview of his research and work on
conservation projects at the Adelaide Zoo last
meeting. Members found his easy style of
presentation and photos most interesting.
Thank you. Brian, for giving us an insight into
this important, but so often unheralded, work on
behalf of our threatened animal species.

Our apologies to both members and judges for
the difficulties with the lighting – our judging
start was delayed due to commitments to
considering a plant for an official AOC award.
It brings home the importance of getting judging
under way early so as not to interfere with the
smooth running of proceedings.. Members can
help by ensuring their plants are benched by
7.45 pm so that we can normally get judging
under way promptly.

THIS MEETING

Wednesday 16th September 2009

Noel Oliver will be our guest speaker this
month, and his topic will be about culture of one
of his favourite native orchids, Dendrobium
speciosum. This must be one of Australia’s
favourite orchids, easily grown in a bush house,
and very rewarding once they’ve reached
flowering size. Breeding selectively has
produced many superior forms from the 5
distinct varieties, (sometimes separated into
distinct species) and Noel will tell us all about
these. An acknowledged expert on Aussie
natives, Noel’s talk will give us all an added
insight into culture of this Australian icon. A
meeting not to be missed.

John Nicholls will lead the beginner’s group,
speaking about how to handle small plants from
the out-of-flask stage until they become big and
robust. Get there early.

Our .usual feature items will be available,
library, trading table etc.
!

SUPPER ROSTER

Our volunteers to assist us get a cuppa at the
conclusion of this month’s meeting is Margaret
Jacob, but she’ll need some help. Have we a
volunteer, please?.
Last month’s helpers were Sheila Hellawell and
Sarka Laznicka Thank you, ladies.
The suppertime discussions and plant viewing
are an important part of our meetings, and we
are indebted to all who help out. Thank you!!.

OUR WINTER SHOW.

Our Winter Show at Salisbury was again a
resounding success, and we had some fine
orchids on display, but, unusually, no
Oncidiums this year.. The cyms were very
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good and scooped the main prizes in each
judging Division. Thank you to all who helped,
and a special thank you to Peter French, who
was on duty very early every day of the show.

Grand Champion Orchid was Cym. Kirby
Lesh `Lonsdale’, a large, shapely spotted pink
type, always a good show orchid, owned by
Denis and Glenys Cook..

The Reserve Champion, from the same
stable, was their Cym. Baltic Glacier `Mint Ice’
with a soaring spike of some 24 ice green, pure
coloured blooms.

Champion Orchid of First Div. was Alan &
Mary Sim’s Cym Alexandra Flame `Orange
Crush’, pale orange, with well marked lips on
upright spikes.

Second Div. Champion was again Sheila
Hellawell’s dainty miniature Cym. Nancy
Maxwell `Shirley’ with two spikes of pink,
pendulous blooms, always well displayed
around the stems.

Champion Seedling was Ben Knobben’s Cym.
, with 9 pale pink, round blooms. with a fine line
of dark red around the front of the lips. This
orchid had already been Champion Seedling at
the recent Cym Club’s Winter Show at Munno
Para.

The prestigious Mem. Craig Gurney Trophy
for Best Paphiopedilum at the Winter Show was
won by G & M Hazledine with a very fine
standard type Paph this year,

A list of all the prizewinners will be on display
next meeting.

G & M Hazledine’s Craig Gurney Memorial Trophy winner.

Open Div. display

Kirby Lesh `Lonsdale, D Cook’s Grand Champ.
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MISLAID PLANT

A plant has been mislaid at the end of our
Winter Show at Salisbury, and it may be that
the cym. plant, with 2 spikes, from Open Div.
display has been picked up inadvertently with
another grower’s plants. Could growers who
collected a number of cyms. please check their
plants to see if they may have picked it up?.
The plant was a standard cym, seedling, deep
pink with a red banded lip, Blazing Fury x
Templestowe Dream.

Missing plant.

If you have collected it by mistake, can you ring
Trevor Jacob on 8346 6155 so it can be
returned. It could have been taken by a
member of the public, but we hope we can
recover it for the owner. Thank you.

Winter Show helpers-thanks to all who helped.

KEL’S CORNER.

Kel was not able to be at our meeting last
month, but I have made a few comments on
plants which caught my eye on the show
benches.

Let’s start with the cyms. In the large size we
had some classy flowers, with Ben Knobben’s
Kirby Lesh `Lonsdale’ having 2 long spikes with
shapely pink blooms, spotted and striped.

The Nicholls had a large clear white, Joan’s
Charisma `Vanity’, one of Bryant Orchids
clones beaut for cut flowers. Geoff Spear had a
large clear green seedling, like an improved
Lunagrad on an upright spike –saw this later at
West Lakes cym Show where it got a prize
ticket. Mid-size cyms had a John Nicholls bred
seedling Tigerland `Cottage Lane’ even dark
brown and shapely – a most successful cross
wjth Kiata and a devonianum hybrid in the
breeding A most successful cross, with a
number of really nice seedlings already shown.

In the cattleya classes, Richard and Beryl
Wilson continued to demonstrate their mastery
of the requirements of the Laeliinae orchids,
with many attractive plants for us to see . Their
showy Lc Adelaide Ablaze always impresses on
a strong-growing plant, the perky flowers look
like a shower of red and yellow fireworks.

The Species class had a couple of interesting,
seldom seen plants. John Nicholls had a plant
of the albino form of Cym insigne .a nice tall
spike of white blooms on a plant with small
round pseudobulbs like golf balls – a historic
ally significant orchid. Dendrochilum
glumaceum was a showy plant for the Higgs’s.
It makes you wonder what size and sort of
insect is tiny enough to pollinate these in the
wild.

We saw some mini- oncidium plants with
examples of Onc. Twinkle on the bench. These
always punch above their weight with the
number of blooms compared with the plant size,
and when the plants make a few pseudobulbs,
they provide a cascade of blooms – very
satisfying and not hard to grow - so far, anyway.

I cannot move along to the First Div. without
commenting on Noel Oliver’s Den Anne’s
Rainbow Surprise, .an Aussie native with all the
attributes of colour, size and display which we
all like to see. – a more attractive orchid in my
opinion than the plant which was judged for
award (not shown on our showbench, and
which delayed the start of judging).

In First Div. the Popular Vote winner, Cym
Gentle Touch `Bon Bon’, a mid size clear green
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with strong upright spikes on a strong growing
plant, was well presented by our newer
members, the McRedmonds. . An orchid which
all newer growers should get for their
collections.

The Davies and the Speers tabled plants but
I’m sure they would welcome some competition
from our other growers. Come on, First Div
members, let’s get a good display together at
our Spring Show.

On Second Div. Ralph Edwards showed a nice
Cym Mimi `Sophie’ with an arching spike and
good shaped flowers, and Anton Drew had a
showy mini Ruby Eyes which was the popular
Vote winner.
We hope Kel will be back next month.

A & M Phillip’s Den Warringah x falcorostrum.

Dendrochilum glumaceum.

CHEERIOS.

Both Alan Sim and Kel Staples have been in
hospital recently, but both are now home and
getting around nicely. Good work! A number of
other members and family have had the flu,

and other members have ongoing health
issues.. Hopefully now that Spring is here,
things will be looking up. A big cheerio from all
of us.

Seedling Cym Tigerland `Cottage Lane’

COMMITTEE POSITIONS

Election for Committee positions at our AGM in
November will require your attention soon. The
only 3 to remain on Committee for one more
year are Leslie Gunn, Peter Speer, and Kevin
Trevan. All other positions need to be
nominated and filled – see list on Page 2 of this
Review. Nomination forms for positions must
be in the hands of the Secretary by Friday Oct
23rd.
Nomination forms will be available at the next
meeting or from our Secretary, Tony Bourne.

SHOW SUCCESS.

Fortune smiled on Colin Grigg when he
selected seedlings from the breeding of Gordon
Giles in Sydney, and he flowered one this year,
which won Champion at the Cym Club Spring
Show and backed it up with Champion Orchid
at the Orchid Club’s show at the Royal Show
this year. It’s not just luck, though. Colin’s
meticulous culture has rewarded him with
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`Champion Orchid’ at a number of other shows
in the past, too.
Grow them well and you, too, may flower a
Champion orchid. Well done, Colin.

Colin Grigg’s Cym Wyong Flame x Alexandra;s
Flame – 13 blooms 11.5 cms – a seedling.

OUR SPRING SHOW.
Burnside Shopping Centre

And now for the highlight show of the year – our
Spring Show at Burnside Shopping Centre from
Sunday 20th Sept. to Saturday 26th Sept.

Put in will be from 8am on Sunday 20th – no
delays gaining entry this year – there is 24hr.
security on duty.
We will have sales sheets available at our Sept.
meeting if you haven’t any. We would like to
make our displays bigger and brighter than last
year’s if we can, so any plants in show
condition, not just those you may think will win a
prize, and not forgetting foliage plants, too, will
be most welcome .
If you have plants for the trading table, please
remember that many of these are sought as gift
plants for friends/relatives, so please clean the
leaves, remove husks, and stake the flowers
appropriately,, This will maximise your plant’s
appeal and ensure a sale at a worthwhile price.

Please put your name down to help with sales,
security patrol, or just offering cultural advice to
the public if you can…Sharing the load will help
lighten the burden for all, and of course, helping
will reduce the commission to the Society for
having your plants on the Sales table. The time
schedule will be circulated next meeting..

LEAF MARKINGS.

Have you had problems with markings on
leaves of some of your plants (mainly cyms. in
my case) which look like virus?. I heard
recently at a Cym Club meeting of experienced
growers who were worried with these marks,
too.. In my case some of these marks occurred
on community pot plants, clones, and seedlings
which were in original pots and not divided.

I remembered that some time ago this problem
was discussed in the Aust. Orchid Review in
relation to fertilisers and a product which
contained seaweed extract. It was determined
that excessive use of this caused virus-like
markings on the leaves
“This product, if used incorrectly or
excessively, could be detrimental to some
orchids. During tests with various fertilisers to
identify optimums, it was found that some cym
leaves produced mosaic virus type markings
and other chlorotic marks .with the seaweed
extract fertiliser.”

Almost all the Garden talkback shows on Radio
extol the benefits of seaweed extract containing
fertilisers to promote root growth, and I’ve been
using it on pot plants, including orchids. I’ve
also been feeding with Strike Back, which has
been tested and recommended for use with
cymbidium orchids in particular. I now suspect
I’ve been overdoing the seaweed products, and
have stopped using it. I think the new leaves
are showing a difference.

If you, too, are using these products, take care
you don’t overdo it., Just as over-
concentrations of fertiliser can burn the roots,
this may be causing problems with some plants.
I’ve got the original articles if anyone is
interested to read the full story.

EXPANDING YOUR ORCHID
COLLECTION

By Alan Davies

In May Review, we ran the first of what is to
become a series of information pages about
orchids which you might come across as you
seek to expand your orchid collection. Here is
Part 2 of Alan’s articles.
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EXPANDING YOUR ORCHID COLLECTION - Part 2 ALAN DAVIES

This is the second article in the series with further suggestions for ‘learners orchids’ which I
have grown cold with my cymbidiums and watered and fertilised at the same time

THE ZYGOPETALUM ALLIANCE

The zygopetalums are easy to grow with
your cymbidiums, and are readily
available to extend your collection. The
species Z. mackayi, which is Autumn
flowering, is strongly scented and can
produce upright spikes with up to seven
flowers, is commonly available locally, and
also Z. intermedium and Z crinitum
occasionally.

My zygos. grow with the cyms. but they
can be subject to some spotting of the
broader leaves, during wet winters.

Well known crossings such as Zygo.
B.G.White, Zygo.Titanic, Zygo. Helen Ku,
Zygo. Artur Elle, Zga. Adelaide Meadows
and Zga. Kuipto are fairly common.

Zygopetalum mackayi

Laelia anceps

Laelia anceps comes from Mexico and is
a very hardy species. Usually grown in
pots with open free draining compost it
flowers in autumn and winter with tall
upright spikes each with 2 to 5 flowers
about 10 cms. across. Flower colour
usually can vary from pinks to deep
lavender and a plum purple lip with a
yellow throat. The variety
“Chamberlainiana’ is superior in size of
both psuedobulbs and flowers. Some
white flowered varieties such as
‘Veitchiana’ and ‘Williamsiana’ also occur.
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COMPETITION RESULTS August 2009

CYMBIDIUM OVER- 90 mm
Open Div
1st Kirby Lesh `Lonsdale’ B Knobben
2nd (Coraki xT.Reddaway) x (Gold Advent x T
Reddaway) J & S Nicholls
3rd Joan’s Charisma `Vanity” J & S Nicholls
First Div.
1st Kiwi Dawn `Caramel’ R & J McRedmond

CYMBIDIUM 60- 90 mm
Open Div
1st Pumisan `Orange’ J & S Nicholls
2nd Tigerland `Cottage Lane’ J & S Nicholls
3rd Ruby Eyes `Red Baron’ A & M Phillips
First Division
1st Gentle Touch `Bon Bon’ R & J
McRedmond
Second Div.
1st Gareth `Latangor’ A Drew
2nd Sarah Jean `Peach’ J & D Cassar

CYMBIDIUMS Under 60mm
Open Div
1st Bedivere `Highbury’ B Knobben
2nd Tommy `Amy’ A & M Phillips
3rd Bedivere `Highbury’ A & M Phillips
First Div.
1st Sarah Jean `Peach’ E Pinnock
2nd Oriental Legend `Samurai’ A & I Davies
Second Div.
1st Mimi `Sophie’ R Edwards
2nd Ruby Eyes `Claret Vale’ R Edwards
3rd Ruby Eyes A Drew

STANDARD LAELIINAE 80 MM and over
Open Div

1st Rsc(Blc) Mulgrave Bells R & B Wilson
2nd Blc Love Sound x Rsc(Blc) Erin
Kobayashi R & B Wilson
3rd Rsc(Blc) Zilzie Fry `JK’ R & B Wilson

STANDARD LAELINAE UNDER 80 mm
OpenDiv
1st Gsl(Lc) Alsaks Pattern R & BWilson
2nd Rsc(Blc) Erin Kobayashi x Rsc
Rattanakosin x Blc SaNgob Gold R & B wilson

NON STANDARD LAELIINAE
Open Div
1st Rsc(Blc) Princess Kiko R & B Wilson
2nd Sc(Slc) Lani Bird `Cherokee’ R & B Wilson
First Div
1st C Chocolate Drop x Pink Elephant A & I
Davies
2nd Lc Scarlet Imp x L anceps A & I Davies

NON STANDARD CLUSTER LAELIINAE
Open Div
1st Lc Adelaide Ablaze `Fiery Gold’ R & B
Wilson

STANDARD PAPH
Open Div
1st Hellas x Beverley Rhodes A Bourne

NOVELTY PAPHIOPEDILUM
First Div.
1st Chouvetii `Van Dyke’ R & J McRedmond
2nd Venus Hold A Bourne?

SPECIES PAPH
Open Div

1st venustum A Bourne
2nd venustum A Bourne
3rd villosum D & J Higgs

SPECIES
Open Div.
1st Cym insigne J & S Nicholls
2nd Dendrochilum glumaceum D & J Higgs
3rd Serapias vomeracea G & L Spear

DENDROBIUMS
Open Div
1st Den Warringah x falcorostrun A & M
Phillips
First Div
1st Australian Ginger` R & J McRedmond

AUST. NATIVE EPIPHYTE HYBRID
Open Div.
1st Den Anne’s Rainbow Surprise N Oliver
2nd Den Cobber x Victorian Flare R& L Gunn
3rd Den Hilda Poxon N Oliver
First Div.
1st Den Jamestown P & V Speer
2nd Den Strawb Moon x Aussie Victory A&I
Davies
3rd Den Darlington x Zeppelin A & I Davies
Second Div
1st Den Ellen S Laznicka
2nd` Den Delicatum S Hellawell

AUSTRALIAN NATIVE EPIPHYTE SPECIES
Open Div
1st Den striolata G & L Spear
Second Div
1st Den speciosum J & D Cassar
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AUSTRALIAN NATIVE TERRESTRIAL
HYBRID
Open Div.
1st Ptst x furcate x ingens G & L Spear

AUST NATIVE TERRESTRIAL SPECIES
Open Div
1st Ptst erythroconcha D & J Higgs
2nd Chil. trapeziformis D & J Higgs
3rd Diuris orientis R & L Gunn

ONCIDIINAE
Open Div
1st Onc Twinkle x ornithorynchum G & L
Spear
2nd Onc Twinkle G & L Spear
3rd Onc. Twinkle A Bourne
First Div
1st Colm Wildcat A & I Davies

SEEDLING
Open Div
1st Cym (Coraki xT.Reddaway) x (Gold

Advent x T Reddaway) J & S Nicholls
2nd Paph venustum A Bourne
3rd Cym Tigerland `Cotage Lane’ J & S
Nicholls

POPULAR VOTE
Open Div
1st Cym Joan’s Charisma `Vanity” J & S
Nicholls
2nd Lc Adelaide Ablaze R & B Wilson
3rd Sc Lani Bird `Cherokee’ R & B Wilson
First Div

1st Cym Gentle Touch `Bon Bon’ R & J
McRedmond
2nd Den Jamestown P & V Speer
3rd Paph Chouvetii R & J McRedmond
Second Div
1st Cym Ruby Eyes A Drew
2nd Den speciosum J & D Cassar
3rd Den Ellen S Laznicka

BEST IN DIVISION

Open Division

Den Anne’s Rainbow Surprise
Noel Oliver

First Division

Cym Gentle Touch `Bon Bon’
R & J McRedmond

Second Division

Cym Mimi `Sophie’
Ralph Edwards

REGISTRAR’S CHOICE

Den Anne’s Rainbow Surprise

Exhibited by Noel Oliver

Den Anne’’s Rainbow Surprise

Winter Show display 2009.Why do we always
stage our small orchids down low where the
public have to bend down to see them?


